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Alvarrez Top
A modern take on the classic triangle top.

Named after the face of Deseo - Jay Alvarrez
(@jayalvarrez)

   Luxe italian double fabric made with
Econyl - 100% regenerated nylon constructed

from post consumer materials
Adjustable metal sliders
Custom Fae front clasp

Thin shoulder straps for tanning 
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Gypsy Top
 

v wire front to accentuate cleavage. 
Designed for and named after the amazing 

Jenah Yamamoto (@gypsyone) 

 Luxe italian double fabric made with 
Econyl - 100% regenerated nylon constructed 

from post consumer materials.
 Adjustable metal sliders

  Custom metal Fae rear clasp
 Detailed panelling
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Lais Top
A modern take on the classic triangle

top with thick panelling creating support
and a natural push-up

 Luxe Italian double fabric made with
Econyl® - 100% regenerated nylon constructed

from post-consumer materials
Adjustable metal sliders

Custom FAE metal rear clasp
Triangle evolution designed for and

named after Lais Ribeiro
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Maven Top
The original crop to be worn any time.

 
 Luxe Italian double fabric made with 

Econyl® - 100% regenerated nylon constructed
from post-consumer materials

Flattering square neckline
Under bust support for ultimate comfort
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Bella Bottom
You asked for more coverage, so we delivered.

Introducing our medium coverage bikini bottom
with a little extra love!

 Luxe italian double fabric made with
Econyl - 100% regenerated nylon constructed

from post consumer materials
 Medium Coverage 

 Seamless design across hips to avoid cutting in
 Detailed scoop band 

 Design to be worn high or low 
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Goi Bottoms
The ultimate tanning bottoms. 

If you liked  our Zenith bottoms, you will LOVE THESE. 
Named after the face of Deseo - Jessica Goicoechea

(@goicoechea22) 

 Luxe italian double fabric made with 
Econyl - 100% regenerated nylon constructed from post 

consumer materials
 Minimal Coverage with a g-string cut

 Dramatic high cut designed to elongate the legs
 Detailed front panels
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Honey Bee 
Bottoms

High waisted bottoms designed to hug those hips

bikini bottom was designed for and named after
our love.. our little honey bee @biancaellabooth

 Luxe italian double fabric made with
Econyl - 100% regenerated nylon constructed

from post consumer materials
 Cheeky Cut

 High Waisted
 Figure hugging to provide ultimate shape

 Detailed front panels 
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Vada
Bottoms
Our take on the original 80s v-cut

 
 Luxe Italian double fabric made with

Econyl® - 100% regenerated nylon constructed
from post-consumer materials

 Cheeky coverage for a natural booty lift
 Low v-cut front
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Sveta Suit
This statement suit is made 

to turn heads

 Luxe italian double fabric made with Econyl 
- 100% regenerated nylon constructed from 

post consumer materials 
  Deep V front with halter neck

  Hardware free
   Cheeky cut
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Lima Suit
The ONLY suit to be seen in.

 Luxe Italian double fabric made with
Econyl® - 100% regenerated nylon

constructed from post-consumer materials
 Elegant square neckline

 Flattering backless design
 High cut sides to elongate your legs 

 Adjustable metal sliders
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